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ABSTRACT

In the sjjring of 1983,1 wassearching for a process to help show the neaj, ui^fulness,

and potential ofemphasizing creativity in the classraim. A colle^uesuceestal I laik into the
term synectics. This solvaJ my initial problem and led to the core of my r^arch.
Synectics is a method ofcr^tive problem ailving through the use of metaphor and

apparent irrelevancy develbpal by William J.J.Breton. The process involves rational

knowledge ofthe problem to be Mlved. Thefojus of this paper is dirojted toward showing the

importance of raa::^nizing the need for creativityfOr students who are learning a formal writing
proc^.

This thesis ofthis paper is concerned with showing why and how ^necticscan be u^
effectively in the composition cla^room. Thefirstchapter'explores the rcwts ofthe creative

process and how they are entwined with synectics. Chapter Two discusses the nine phases that

makeup the synectic process. Thischapter su^sts how each ofthese steps relate to everyday
classroom situations. Portionsofthe^suggestions have b^n usKl by this writer in aitual

classroom ^tting with successful results. Perhaps my mostencouraging discovery wasthat by
discussing abstract one-word topics in a creative problem solving group giveseach group
member greater exposure to the number of perspectives that exist toward any one word. The

group broke cfciwn individual fears through discussion,and its members'writing revealajwell
supportal,specific par^raphs.

Thefinal chapter discusssynoitics in three,separate aspects ofthe classroom

situation: discussion, prewriting strata,and drafting and revision. B^use synectics,like
writing,is an ongoing process,it can be u^in a repetitivefashion with trained students in
one-to-one conferencing, with small groups ofstuctents,or with the class as a whole The
synectic process can be adjustKl to the teaching style of the individual Instructor.
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THE CREATIVE PROCESS

The English philosopher John Poppy Robin^n once wrote,"Creative intelli^nce is
what makK man." This is a terrific way to define the unique makeup of man,that is, until one

attempts tofigure out what RobinsDn meant by "creative." Robinson wasonto something if he

meant human beings have the ability to cr^te things. Human beings have alwaysfound original
waysto cau^things to exist, but diKXJvering how this processcccurs has been the subjffit of

^"Old speculation. One recent theory that addressesthe creative prxess is called synectics.
Synectic re^rch began and was(teveloped in the early 1960's by the Cambridge

Synectics Group in an attempt to provicte industry with a means ofstimulating more creative

thoughtfrom its workers. The Cambridge Synectics group evolvKltheir study ofcreativity in

two ways: studying the problems ofinvention and developing ways to tea^h a creative process.
The on®)ing research in thefield justifiesthe originators'intent as a basis "to[help]illuminate
the creative pra^ss"and to(tevelop "working hypothec which are useful in practice and have
incrra^ markedly the creative output of both individuals and groups"(Gorcton 5).

A similar viewpoint that looks at the purpose ofsynectics is offered by(^rge M.
Prince:

Synectics has developed two basic and interrelated approaches: first,
procedures that lead to imaginative speculation;second,disciplined
ways of behaving so that speculation is not cut down but valued and
encour8ged.( ThePracticeofCr^tivfty,9)

The theory ofsynecticscallsfor ^tting all there is to getfrom one's creative capacity. In his
bcwk, Synectics

J.J.tordon maintains that the thKiry ofsynectics assumes"the

creative process in human beingscan be concretely described,andVfurther,that sound
description should be usable in t^hing methodology to incre^the creative output of both
individuals and groups."(8) With thisstatement in mind,it would^m possible that synactic

research can be used asan operative theory in the teaching ofcollet-level writing;the synectic
1

process Is a meansof intralucing a heuristic device to tho^stuctents in n^of a systematic
procedure to help capture,as well as convey,their thoughts on paper.

Both Gorcton and feorge M.Prince("Synectics"317)surest the creative prcteess is
primarily composed of three elements: consciousness,imaiination and invention. Thisprccess
is"a cornerstone for that combination of originality and expressiveness in the way a human

being thinks"(Neisser 244). And the way a human being thinks is the way a human being
writes. Therefore, uncterstanding the elements within the creative processs^msto be a logical
link for the composition tracher interested in integrating synectic theory into a composition
program.

The three major parts ofthe creative process must be untterstoid as a starting point if

the syna^tic pr(xass is at issue. As defined within this paper with r^rd to syhectics,the
creative process is "perceiving new and relevant meanings and relationships in what we know

and what we intend to. It is making new connections,new metaphors"establishing thefoundation
for(tordon's more concrete approach to a workable system "to increa^creative output"(Burns
95). ■

Mr. Robinson said at another time that,"Discipline and focused awareness... contribute

to the act of creation." That "focused awareness" is another way of^ino consciousness.

Consciousnessis a catholic term that leans more toward interpretation than definition;
conajiousnessshould be viewed more in termsof a capacity rather than an ability.
How many times has a Composition instructor preached Mr. Robinain's "focusal

awareness,"to a class offreshman writers? Actually,asking students to ^nse the possibilities

a particular topic holds and allow tho^ possibilities to stretch their minds isa big part of

teaching composition. In orcter to avoid the dreaded "stream ofconaciousness"syndrome,young
writers need to receive,hold,and absorb that which is beingfccu^ upon.
"I've never hala thing go wrong on my car... except on Sundaysand holidays." 71

year-old regular,every-day-guy Stanley Riggs macte this unique observation aboutthe working

status of his automobilesfor a gxKl many of thos? years. His ability to f(Kus on a particular

subjaitand state his observation is what makes the quote worth repeating here. Even in his

humor,Riggs isexhibiting the kind of awarenessthatthe stuetent of writing "must explore

adventuring to the heights arid ttepths ofcorisciousness- and then report aaiurately and honestly
what you find there"(Duncan7). Donald Murray aids,"Mostofa writer's time isspent trying
to perceive hissubject. His business is perception - to^and to uncterstand so that he can

make the reater s^."{A Writer Teaches Writing 2) Therefore,cona:iousne^ is,in large
part,that perception where a writer begins to manipulate an awarene^;it's the birth of icteas
that ctevelop into spajific thoughts.
For instance,if an instructor held an apple before his class and asked eaih student to

(tefine that apple by what he/she saw,the responses would,initially, be more indicative of

memory than coriaiousness. However,ifthatsame instructor made it clear that the apple could
only be definal in terms of its immaJiate existence,then the students would be called upon to u^
their awareness of the visualfocus^h gave to the apple. These respond would involve almost
a total reliance on ra^iving,holding,absorbing,and qualifying what the instructor held in his

hand without the benefit of a common name. The apple would become the object offojus~ a
concrete,distinct perception of that moment.

A composition instructor should help each student ctevelop that ability to consitter "the

familiar strange"(^Drtton 158),to understand that a "writer gets ideas by spending partof his
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time in a state ofopen susceptibility... helistens,helooks,he tastes, he touches. He is in
contact with life in an uncritical way,axspting life..."(Murray 2). Ea:h stuetent has an

individual capadity ofconsciousness,of which the unconscious,subcona:ibus,and pre-conscious

((ferdon)are all states,with "icteas and conceptiops of the world directly resulting from these
states"(Ouspensky 18).

So we find that consciousness is that point where creativity b^ins,starting a process

that helps demonstrate our potential as human beings. Writers pursuing their potential must

realize the same awareness. For the student writer,a lack ofawareness iKives the writing topic
in limbo. To lack the ability to observe,concentrate upon and study one particular concept takes
the writer's sensory mechanisms away;this void then presents the writer with the choice of

allowing an emotional respond asfiller or to not write at all. This phenomenon helps to define
terms like "writer's block" and keepsthe writer from zeroing in on the main idea ofany given
assignment(Nuernberger 36).

Imaoination develops the mental ima^ of an idea; it allows the mind to define a picture

ofthe possibilities within any ictea. This next stepin the creative process,in association with
synectics,is an everyttey axiurrence that may be disciplined with exercise. If Prince is correct
when he states that,"there is strong evictenc^ that the unconscious mind isa reservoir of

information SD v^tand rich that it challenges the im^ination."("The Operational Mechanism of

Synectics" 2)then all writersshould strive to cteveloh a dailyregimen of im^ination
calisthenics.

A synectic approach(making thefamiliar strange)to the teaching of writing that makes
the student first conxious of the topic,then able to im^ine it as a}mething other than what its

nameimplies,is a step closer to completing the creative proce^. When Osborne says,"... we
seldom pick the right gift without im^inative effort,"(32),or when Ouspensky states "that an
investigator ccmes upon the attempts to express in one way or another the content of hidden

knowledge he invariably ^es the same thing, namely,the striking poverty of human imagination

in the face of this ictea."(46),instructors can appreciate the possible results that will cxs:ur by
emphasizing imaginative thinking in the classroim.

An example ofone way a writing instructor might try to encoura^ imaginative
responsesfrom stuctents would be to introduce them to the concept of analogy,a form of lexical

inference ba^on the assumption that if two things are known to be alike in S3me respects,then
they must be alike in other respects(Jiminez33). The instructor can actually lead the student

toward "allowing oneself to be guided by a^nse of analogy,which can be formalized into three

spoiific kinds ofanalcw: direct analcw,perajnal anal(w,and compressed conflict"(Jimlnez,
35). ■

Direct analc^ amountsto comparing twos^mlngly unlike things-this comparlaDn Is
usually made explicit by the u^ofIntroductory words,such as like or as(l.e simile) The
advantage of using unusual,or not often compared,thingsin dlra:t comparison Is thatthe

exercl^ It^lf will provoke a kind of consciousness that Inspiresfurther Im^lnatlve thought.
For instance,these questions could be presented to a group ofstudentsfor no other

reaKin than tojar them outoftheir familiar,dally thought patterns and Into a mode ofthought
that requires both consciousness and Imagination:
What In your kitchen Is most like a clam?

What social custom functionslike the atmosphere?
What In a piece of music Is most like the currents of air,water and
magma?
What In a car most embodies survival un(ter extreme conditions?

(Jimlnez 36)

By encouraging students to makethe^direct analc^ies,the Instructor Is following
another Instance ofthe the synectic principle of making the strange familiar where the attempt

to answer may outweigh the profundity any answer mightInclutte. This type of questioning not
only Invokes imaginative responses but will help students understand the conceptof personal
analogy.

Perajnal analogy involves a subjective consciousness(Ouspensky 279)not normally

found in the familiar. The student isasked to uniterstancl the conceptof projecting the self into,
or becomIng one with,certain Inanimate objects,then reflecting the experience back to an
observer or reader. Thinking of oneselfas an electrical socket or a fruit bowl can be difficult

for a student to comprehend in as much as thatstudent's background conceivably sells the

"present self" on more practical means ofthought. But personifying inanimate objectscan help

guide that stuctent through the "what"of writing(Murray 22-23);therefore,anymetaphorical

approach to imaginative response in the thinking praessesofthecontemporary student is a
positive,educational step that offers a "way"to approKh problem solving.

A synectic apprcrach toward a third kind ofanalogy,compressed conflict,can help a
stuctent envision "aDmething in termsofsomething ofthe other."(Jiminez33) Compressal
conflict usesa type of parody,the oxymoron,asa meansof developing im^inative,and
metaphorical,skill by wayofthe opposites involved.
Jiminffi explains this concept the following way:
By lojking actively for paratox,one can comeclcee to

uncterstanding the working es^nce ofa thing,the point at which
different forces meet in tension and cau^an action(36).

Synectic Education Systems ofCambrid^,Mass.cites the following examples of
exercises in compressed conflict(diminez 36):

"Healthy Poison" is a compressconflict description of what

What thing might the ajmpressed conflict "Straight Twist"
describe?

What animal could "Delicate Armor"(tescribe?

Whatanimal could "Swinging Stability"ctescribe?
"Exact Diajrder"could describe what?

If the result of discovery through analogy is that students must make conscious efforts to

exercise their minds,who in the educational community will complain? It won't be the

composition instructor who isfinding new sparkle in those one-time humdrum student essays.

Richard Harriman believes"leapsofimagination" beyond linear logicare necessary for all
students,saying:

Though ho one can dispute theimportance of OTuhd quantitative
skills,weare often facoi vyith challenges and opportunitiesfor
which analytical ability alone is not enough. In a rapidly
changing world,the great breakthroughs areseldom developed

along purely lexical line. Truly new i(teas involve leaps of
imagination as well.("CrKitivity:Moving Beyond Linear
Lc^ic"17)

Stuttent essays become individual inventions,the result of imagination in allianos with
conajiousness. Invention is the concrete part of the creative projess. It takes awareness and

ima^and makes them into sDmething that can be appreciataj by other minds. In synaitic
practice,it is what allows membersofa group share their thoughts. For the writer it can be

"everything after'Writing'and'Re-Writing"..,essentially the imposition of pattern upon
experience" (Rohman 106).

Invention,in traJitional approaches to discourse,is the "rhetorical art concernal with

discovering. .subject matter;" Writers need to compose what their minds have created,
compose it e^in on paper making sure it is "uriderstan(teble and believable to certain refers."

The^ ideas arefurther explained in the following:
Every writer ranfronts the task of making sen^ofevents in
the world around him or within him--discovering ordering
principles,evidence which justifies belief, information
necessary for uncterstanding,.. He uses a methajof invention
when these prcK^esses are guicted deliberately by heuristic

procedures,that is,explicit plansfor analyzingand searching
which fcMcuS attention,guide reason,stimulate memory and
encour^ intuition.(Young 1)

Invention,the third part ofthe process,is the "doing"s^ment;whatSwiss pe/cholcgist

Jean Piaget calls,in reference to education,creating "men whoare capable ofdoing new things"
(Behrens 81). Classical invention encourages the"discovery of the available means of
persuasion in any rhetorical situation"(Young 18),and this mostconcrete part of the creative

process resultsfrom a student's consciousness and im^ination becoming readable prose.
Because invention leads the stuctent to reflatthe act ofcreation,a plethora oftermsand

methajs have been offered as assistance in conquering this part ofthe creative prccess. Onesuch
methcxi is Kenneth Burke's Dramatistic MethaJ(/^^dW7/77i5ri7/'/W/VK5'). In analyzing Burke's
dramatistic methal with regard to rhetorical invention,Richard E. Young makes the distinction

between Burke's Insistence that his theory is "an extension of classical rhetoric" and what his

dramatistic method actually aWresses(36). According to Young,classical invention aids in

diaxjvering possible arguments,but Burke's thajry "is an aid in discovering the es^ntial
features of the behavior of groups of individuals."

Although Burke's "pentadof heuristic probes"(Young 36)~ act,9Dene,^nt,a^ncy,
and purpo^—roughly equal out to the well-worn"what,where,who,how,and why"of
writing,it offers a fictional asne that fits the ongoing phenomenonal aspect of invention.

Inventors cto not always invent what they initially plannolon inventing. Im^ine,if you will,a
world in which the five W's and the H were not yet diaxwered. Mr.Burke,concentrating on a

theory that will ally itself to a classical philosophy* invents his pentad that issummarily
criticized for missing the mark. Years later,a researcher searching for a method of introducing

questions to the human experience,discovers Burke's dramatistic methaland,after making a
few afiustments, publishes hisfindings. The world,therefore, becomes rhetorically bles^
because someonefound the proper,or timely,n^for Burke's hard work.

The point to this example is that an invention is valuable,even if it doesn'tseem

relevant at the time of its conception. That'sone reason professional writer's refuse to discard
their notes; who knows when Kimething in those notes won'tcome in handy. Invention just
^msto lean more toward novelty and expansion than purpo^,control and convention. In fa:t,

the entire creative process leansthe same way. Individual perception and intangible factors

(chance)play too large a rolefor ideas to be shackled by either specific or ambiguous
constraints.

The 19th century English philoKipher sJohn Suart Mill once wrote about invention;
... It is in the distinct recc^nition that the end of education is not
to teash, but to fit the mind for learning from its own

consciousness and observation... Let thefeelings ofsoiiety c^se
to stigmatize independent thinking.C"On Genius 649-59)
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Tofollow up on Mr. Mills Idra fits the contemporary student writer with a process

designaJ to get the most from one's crrative ^If. It is importantfor the writing instructor
interested in applying the synectic process in the cla^room to understand that consciousness,

im^ination and invention are at the rc»t ofsynectic theory. However,once that un(terstanding

is establisheJ,synecticscan be used asa procSess that will^ist the instructor in the day-to
day classroom by helping students gather ideasfrom one another. The results of this ictea

gathering will befound in stuctents' prose thatpffer interesting,refreshing and entertaining
approeches to Signed writing topics.

RELATING THE SYNECTIC PROCESS TO THE COMPOSITION CLASS

The beauty ofsynectics is that it offers a process thatencourages ittea sharing within a
group;it offers the individual "a meansfor consciously penetrating hatred ofchan^and for

liberating creative potential that is now only fractionally u^"(Prince 11). For the college
writing class,synectics allows each stuctent to draw information from peers that may stimulate

thought in thatstu<tent that might otherwi^ remain(torment. Synectics acts asan agent for
pooling itteas.

Synectic practice presents the teaching community a well-conceived process that adds

the bonus of the class helping one another with the problems that writing topics are invariably

designed to bring about. The practical application ofthe original ^nectic process is best

underst(X)d by its nine major phasestaken from Appenciix 11 of Synectics: TheD^elopmentof
Creet/yeCSspec/tyi\58-\6Q):
Phase 1: Problem as Given

Phase 2: Making the Stran^ Familiar
Phase 3; Problem as Onderstoto

Phase 4: Operational Mechanisms

Phase 5: The Familiar Made Strange
Phase 6: Psychological States
Phase 7: States Integrated with Problem
Phase 8: Viewpoint

Phase 9; Solution or Research Target

Theinstructor assigns a writing topic to the stuctent;the student must react to the

problem as given. Tralitionally,these "problems"are designed to allow stuctents to share
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individual perceptions of a portion ofthe world that they may know. Tcm often,the student feels

obligateJ to leap into the problem as given for want ofany other choice than to complete the
given assignment. For example, if the stuctent who has never had ajob is asked to approach a
problem which requires the writer to discuss work-related experiences,the result will be a

melange of guesswork and conjecture. Sharing ideas with people who have work experience
gives the same stuctent an opportunity to devi^ an es^ with an awareri^ of a world not
previously consictered.

Ctertain aspectsof the writing process(prewriting,dis^ion,stage writing,etc.) are
proven methods of assuring a legitimate end prcxluct. However,these methcxis are often left to

the individual,and there is often little or no group interaction,outside of informal group

discussion,to assist the writer'sapprc^h to the prpblem. The synectic process offers a
patternoJ and disciplined meansofdeflecting the anxiety product by the problem as given

while,at thesame time,producing a "team effort" when confrontsjwith a problem.
Making the Strange Familiar encour^s examination byapproaching that which is

peculiar to one'sexperience with ordinary,or familiar,assumptions. A group might early on
discuss the simplicity of the problem as given. For instance, human beings u^their legs to
walk toward a destination. This process is most commonly ajhievsj by walking forward. If

walking backward weresu^ested asan equally effective meansofobtaining thesame goal,the
group would be given a new problem to sclve. Determining that walking backward achieves the
same purpo^as walking forward and that thinking ofthings as backward isjust a way of

revealing areverse orcter ofaccomplishment,stran^ bectemesfamiliar,and theconventiality of
walkingforward would rojuire an explanation beyond habit. Therefore,familiarizing oneself

with walking backward would make that process lessstran^ by virtue of bacoming aware ofthe
possibility of doing so.

The impressions left by conventional thought are firm and are often difficult to dispel.
Prince reflects on this point when he says:

■ ■ ■ ■ 11 ^■■ ■ ' ■ ' ■

SynKtics is a meansfor conaiiously penelratirig hatred ofchange and
for liberating creative potential that is now only fractionally used. It
can increase the probability of using all the talent you have asa l^ter
orQgrmpmemberA/j^Prsct/ceofCrefft/y//y']\)

Problemstaken to this phase run straight into an age-old obstacle ofthe writer,that is,
convention as an excu^for limited thought. Synectic pha^are designed to roll over
convention,as Prince explains further;

Problemsthat have been worked and reworked requirefr^h
approaches;otherwise, people keep seeing the same problem in
much the^me way and get caught in the same restrictions.
(75)

Ofcourse,following through on the walking-bKkward analogy,the problem as
understood would most likely aJdress seeing where one is walking. Seeing by way ofmirrors
would become a new,strange concept to become accustomed to as well as the number of additional

problemsthat would evolvefrom making the strangefamiliar. In addition,the physiological
pra^ssof walking may be examined,as well ascomparisons to other modes oftransportion;

friction and other physical properties involv«j;times that p«3ple walk; plass they walk to;
walking as it relates to various cultures and traditions...indeed,the abstract term can evolve
into innumerable,and concrete, possibilities through group interaction. Khatena contendsthat

verbal im^can be a direct result ofsyriKitic practice,contending that:
Making the "strangefamiliar"and "the familiar strange" is how
(torcton(1961)has described the prccess. (torttonandhis
asaDciates ofthe synectics group consicter anali^ asa very
potent creative thinking mechanism which they use in their
brainstorming ^ssions... analogies with complex ima^
patterns tend to be more interesting and provocative than
simple image patternsd l6-1 17)

The advantaies of repeating the prccess as many timesas possible lie in understanding

the processasa never ending approach to problem solving. New icteas are bound toemer^at
every turn.
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... the problem-sqiving prccess becomes one of opening up
the
to the fullest possible awareness of the storehouse of
energy and resources within oneself~ In one's vast mental
library oflife experience ~ as well as in the vast data of the

external world. Problem-Giving becomes the task offinding
thegreatest number of interconnections and interrelationships
among theG vast resources,including the layer of primary
information stored in our brain cellsfrom birth and even from
embryonic states. One Garchesfor the kinds ofsynergistic
connections that one can make toward the Glution of one's

problems,one's grals,one's wishG,one's aspirations,one's
hopes,one'sdreams^-for oneGlf,one'sfamily,one's group,
one's Gciety,one's world,one's univerG.(26-27)

Problem as Understimd is a rGultof becoming aware ofthe problem g given and

having attemptsto make the stran^familiar. Its the phaG where one begins to imagine
Glutionsto the problem g given. To this point,the problem g given and makingthe stranG

familiar iGntify with GnGiousneG, Inrarporating the problem g unGrstood into problem
Giving helps to brGk down thefGr that GcumulatG in a ranventional world. IfGnvention is

not unGrstGd in terms of its primary trait,that being the repetition offamiliar principlG,
invention rannot £xx;ur.

(Itshould be noted here that simplistic topiG,such g walking[or Gting,shopping for
a birthday preGnt... any Gy-to Gy tGk or Gtivity)may Gem munGneor trivial to

instructors used to more traditionalapprGchG to writing topiG. One might Gk,"Why notjust

state the problem g unGrstoG and have thestuGnt writers take itfrom there?" SynGtiG is
aboutexploring one'scrGtive GpGity, I Gn'tsuggGt walking g an example beGUG it's

simple; I sugGst it becauG I've UGd it in theclaGrpom and discovered that my writers no
lohGr acGptabstrGt statements G par^raph support. I've u^the termsfreeGm,paGion,
work,time and dGth g a starting pointfor synGtic diGUGion g well. When my writers r^h

problem G unGrstoG,they rGlize thattheG abstrGts G mGn different,spGificthings to
other membersofthe group. It mayjust be blind luck,but my writers Gnsistently supportthe
limitG topiG oftheir papers with spGifiG based on their viewpoints. I chooG to believe that
thissucceG revGls the synGtic proceG at work.)
■

■■

n

Metaphors highlight the next synectic phase,cail^ Operational Mechanisms. This

transfer ofthought is often used only in reference to fiction or pcKtry:"creative writing" But,
as Donald McQuade pointsout in his article,"Metaphor,Thinking,and the Composition Process,"
metaphor hasa place in the composition class:
Working with metaphorin composition clas^can restore

creative power and freedom to our student's iartgu^.
Metaphor is,after all,perhaps the most exquisite and powerful
form of liberation available to

writer. To redeem the

integrity of metaphor,to restore to it the power ofcc^nition,
metaphor must at once be freed from the debilitated identity of
being no more than a simple(^rativefrature of langu^. It
must be returned to a more productive role as one ofthe most

inventive ffipects of rhetoric — as a framefor building
meaning in writing.( The WnW'sMind222)

If McQuade iscorrect,it would seem feasible to integrate all metaphorical ctevices into

the composition process. One example would involve using the principles ofcompres^conflict
as the operational mechanism for the problem asgiven(again,the abstract walking can be
■used).- - - ■

To get started in this phase, the group might consicter certain facts that are associated

with walking: exertion, travel, the earth revolves, and gains time in a direction called east. The

group might soon diaxiver that walking eastward actually takes one into the future, a term that
comes from the abstraction, time; if walking east b^kward is the strange made familiar it could

be consittered stepping backward into the future. Conversely,if the walker reversed the

direction, it could be concluded that the process might be labeled walking forward into the past
This discovery carries phiIcBophical possibilities not yet approached within the early steps of
the synectic process: Hasthe ability to walk played a major role in determining the human
species' role on earth? Dees our ability to miwe in this way have anything to do with our social
structures?. . . perception of the stationery world?. . . willingness to invent vehicles that
require little physical exertion to operate? Wasn't astronaut Alan Shepard's walk on the moon
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actually a walk atop a source of mystery and le^nd for our ancestors? These only begin to

examine the icteas that maybe cteveloped by combining time with the physical a:t of walking.

Prince views the importance of operational mwhanisms this way:
The mostconstructive element in...thinking is the use of the
metaphor. Although it is not always done conaiiously,group

membersand pajplein^neral makp analogies between their
problem and another object or idea .; When... analogies are
explored by the groups,they often bring a wealth of new
material to the problem-- contexts and ways ofspeculating

that never come up if the members concentrate only on the

These contentionsexemplify hpw the use ofan operational mechanism "pushesand pulls
the problem^understood". Problem as given is no longer a simple abstract; it hM evolved into

ideas that have concrete merit due to their surviving the firstfour steps ofthis process. The

argument that any idM could be drawn by any number of perajns participating in this process is
preci^ly the point;creativity is taking placein both the group and the individual. The action of
communication has allowed the individual toshare ideas with others who may not have conceived
such possibilities,and K/ia? Mars?.

In fact,after the dramatic change brought about by the use ofthe operational

mechanism,the problem as understood portion ofthisexerciseseems very foreign. The
operational mechanism has altered the pragmatic notion of determining how one would see while
walking a certain way and how this may be perceived. The ach/antage to the writer is immense in

that the ideas being created have developed from their novel beginnings into entertaining notions

involving the concept oftime,the relationship between time and travel,as well as the effect of
conventiality of what are considered day to day occurences.

The Familiar Made Strange is the attempt to "distort,invert,or transpose the
everyctey ways oflooking and responding which render the world a sa:ure and familiar pla:e"
(Prince,"The Operational Mechanism ofSynectics"5). The familiar world would not see a need
for a person to walk backward in an attempt to go back into time. But if conventional methajs of
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walking were reversed as a means of defeating time,wouldn't the entire world see itself in a

different way? Priorities would chan^. One might argue that this manner ofthinking only
replaces one conventional approach to life with another, but as Prince points out:
The layman sees the familiar tree^a collection of ajlids in an

otherwise empty space. Thesculptor consciously may invert
his world and^the tr^ as a ^ries of voids or holes carved
within the a3lid block of the air.(5)

Making the familiar stran^ isn't much differentfrom than telling one's students,"Take

a look at all sides ofa topic." The synectic process gives students a chance to share their
knowledge and diaxwery ofall tho^sides.

Psychological States refer to "the mind's attitude toward the problem as understood.

..."(see Appendix 1). It isatimefor the writer to develop a critical approach to the task at
hand and to think about the ramifications that accompany the physical act of writing. As Murray
putsit. ;

He[the writer]spendsa great deal of his time researching,
thinking, mining hisspKJifics and perceiving the patterns in
them.(75)

This isthe step in the synectic process where the writer is expected to ease awayfrom
the group, mentally,in an effort to assess the problem. Also^ the leader of the group must be

consciousthateach writer must eventually begirt the physical act of writing. After participating

in the group exerci^for five steps,the writer hasto determine how to place the patterns and
combinations ofknowledge gathered by the group into the written fOrm. The psychological state

of a writer is equally determined by physical environmentand atmosphere. One way of insuring
that this will occur is to have the group physically break up for a short periaioftime.
Simple as itsounds,the chance to break aWay from an intense examination ofa topic

helps to allow "hissubcon^ious mind"the time to edit "out that which is unnecessary and brings
up that which is necKsary"(Murray 9). Upon returning to the classroom,a method,such as
freewriting(Elbow 13),should be encoura^ to immediately place the classrcwm environment
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in a state of action. I n short,the proper psycholcgicai states occur when the mental prasssof

writing allows the writer to put thatfirst word on the pa^.
States Integrated with Problem is thefinal state of Uncterstanding for the writer.
This isaform of mental editing that occurs in conjunction with the physical ojt of writing.
Human nature will determine that each individual participating in synKitic discussion will be
influenced by one state morethan others. This step movesthe individual away from the group

and closer to chcwsing theoperational mechanism mostlikely to help achieve invention through
writing, it could be said that im^ination,as defined in the first chapter ofthis paper,has been

initiated,stretched,restricted,and stretched^in in pha^four through seven,then made to
conform into what will become invention. What remains isfor the writer to take the idea in its
pre^ntform and begin writing.

Viewpoint helpsto maintain the writer's perspective. For example,if the writer had

developedsupport that wasfact ba^it could be said that the writer's spaiifies were "actual."

However,a viewpoint based on individual experience or observation may have the "potential"to
be developed in actual material.

Specific problemsari^for the writer throughout thisstep. Walking backward into the
future would have as many problems of "potential" as any other problem ctevelopaJ with this
methoJ. There are distinct advent^to having ventured through the synectic prccess,

however,the most distinct being the options created within the group,still at the disposal ofthe
writer. Therefore the "tajhnical insight,"or knowing the way something works,would have to

do with figuring out a method of^ing while one stepped backward into the future. Walking
backward into the future is really more a philt^phical approach to the problem as uncterstoxd.

The operation mechanism has introduced the subtopictime and the possibilities brought about by
invention will actually carry a mes^e that thoroughly examines the problem as understood.

The Solution or Research Target is a problem odlvod. The synKtic prosss has

taken the writer from problem as given through a mental maze of possible ways to understand
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the problem. By participating in a class exercise using the synKtic methcxl,the writer has a
plethoraof new approaches to what was once an abstract term. Theajlution is reflaitajin a

composition that supports whatthe writer has discovered about the topic assignal. tould the

synectic exercise have gone a number of different ways? Surely,but that is preci^ly the point.

With a controlled approach to creativity,the writer can examine any topic, not in a haphazard
way,but in a manner that will show the lack of limitations in any topic.
Although the original nine pha^ofthe synectic process allow the writer to examine a
topic completely,adjustments(^n be mate based on the circumstances involvol in the cl^rcwm

or on the instructor's style. Perhaps an instructor mightfind that plaing stuctents in

psychological statesfor a lon^r perial oftime than allowing time for,say,problem as
understood. As long as the instructor witness an increase in creative responses towards given

topic,who is to complain? Becausesynectics isa processthatencour^creativity,it would
alo)make sense that it is flexible enough to survive adjustments for the sake of an individual's

pursuit of crrativity, whether that individual be leacter(instructor)or group member
(student).

The goal of implementing the synectic process into the composition classrtwm is that

creativity is approachable through a process and that creativity is very much a part of the

writing pr(x»ss. A writer isfacojwith problems that may only be solved with writing,and the
reliance on experience and chance may be overcome by sharing id^ with other writers.

The composition class need not be a hit-and-or-^miss setting. By integrating a prccess

such as synectics into the minds ofstudents,the instructor is constantly helping each writer

examine possibilities never before imagined. Instead of being left to the restriction of one's own
experience with any given topic,the student is affordal the advanta^ of participating with

fellow students toward a common,yet still individual,grail. Listening beramesa prerajuisite to
success,as

cooperation.
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Finally,the synajtic process brings metaphorical thought to the forefront ofthe writing
process. No lon^r considerajthe exclusive tcxDl of"creative" writing clas^,metaphor and
analogy remain at the heart of the synectic process. In the example exerci^ within this

chapter,it provol to be the deciding factor that broke(town the barrierscreated by conventional
thought.
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INTEeRATINe SYNECTICS INTO THREE MAJOR CLASSROOM AREAS:
DISCUSSI0N/PREWRITIN6 STRATE6Y/DRAFTIN6 AND REVISION

DISCUSSION

The synectic prc3cess fits into the traditional classroom setting rather nicely. There is
a leader and participants. The leader actually man^the process. It is the leader'sjob to
understand thesis ofthe group,to protect the climate,and to create an enthusiastic
atmosphere in which to work. In this process the leader is much "like the conductor of the

orchestra" who must understand,with respect to the relationship one must have to the group

asa whole,the leajer's role includes being"a servant to the group"(Prince,"SynectiCs"
354)..

The leader's most important trait is that ofexpert listener. Only by paying close

attention to the discussion will the leader be able to implementthe synectic prtrcess and direct
it toward asucc^ful session. Ifstudents are trained to develop better communication habits

through group discussion,the prccess will become easier to a»ept and more effective through
daily use. Because it is a flexible, head-on approach to problem ajlving,synectics allows
participation in a controlled group discussion that can be easily reviewed,as well as
reenacted, by the stu<tent after leaving the classrcwm.

Prince explainsthe leader's,or facilitator's,role(^Appendix II)in a way that
suggests confictence,consciousness,and a clear ^nse of purpose as primary traitsfor being a
Successful leajer. A firmness that insists upon all group members taking an active role must

be emphasized and ajded to the above list. Yes,eventually the instructor does have tojudge the

writer's work,but that role Gk«s not have to interfere with encouraging creative approajhes
in the classrcwm. Even ifthe instructor prefers one-to-one conferencing asa way of
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improving student writing,spending time to develop the synectic process will still achieve its
^1 of bringing eaih individual stu(tent added perspective to writing topics.
tnc^,Onemust have a feel for the role of leacter in the synectic prK^. Being
conaiious ofthe group's p^ls and not manipulating its members remains a cornerstone

(xincept. Although this manner ofle^rship mayseem"difficult to achieve,"the pursuit of
constructive discussion demands a nonjudgmental attituite from the leater that may be

consicteraJ and ffijquired by all participants(Prince,"How to be a better mating chairman"

107). This attitude may even help the member'softhe group tocome to untterstand that
competition involves bringing any number of relevant parts into an uncterstandable whole.

The experience of gathering samingly unrelatKJ thoughtsor ideas by way of discussion is
directly related to the synthetical approach taken in any kind of writing.

Becauseof the metaphorical nature ofthe synatic proess,the ability ofstudents to
improve their writing through implicit comparison or analc^ would undoubtedly be enhanad.

For instance,ifthe group isfaCal with ''freeitom"athe problem as given,the leater will
listen for information regarding concrete examplesfrom group members who may have
consicterai this concept at one time or another. Suppose one member of the group was,or knew
ameone who was,incarcerataj. After allowing this student to share the recollaition of

incarceration,the leacter asks each member to associate what they have heard with a time their
frotom was restricted. Perhapsonestudent wa once physically restricted within a hospital;
another roalls a time when disobedience caused his/her parents to restrict the stuCtent to the

house for a weekend; finally,a stuctentshares his/her feelings ofemotional restriction in a
one-way relationship with a friend. The group is treatejto the various shojes ofthe abstrat

freedom with aincrete examples. At this point,the group leader may encouraa eah member
to understand freectom by examining those things that restrict or prevent it.

"Participants are the heart of any mating"(Prina,"Synatics",354). While the

leater is diratly raponsible for the tone ofthe mating,the remaining group members need
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to cooperate and contribute if the problem as stataJ is to be eventually solved. Participants
cannot carry pessimistic or antagonistic attituctes toward the prc»:ess,the leader,other

members,or the problem to be solved. These negative attitudes tend to destroy and remain the
antithesis of gDod communication. Therefore,for a synoptics session to succeaj,total

participation must carry with it asen^ofopenness that allows the imagination of individuals
to thieve invention through the group.

Prince's ideasfor successful participation(s^Appendix III)deal primarily with the
group's willingness to improve their situation or condition. Actually,Princo's su^stionsfor
the actions and attituctes of the group(take notes,cton't censor other's icteas, practice open-

mindedness)are neither revolutionary or new. They are everyday approaches to
communication situations thatjust happen to fit into an organic approKh to solve a
particular problem. However,there are relatively few situations in a composition class
where discussion directly acteresses problem solving or where critical thinking is stressaJ
prior to drafting.

Consciousness,im^ination,and invention are essential to the success of the synectic
process and should be encoura^ at all cost. Because the leKterdKS not have to be concerned

with the limitations ofany problem or topic being discussed,group members are encouraged
by the process to venture beyond conventional tliought. This is great newsfor those
instructors whose freshmen seem to view the conventions accepted within a peer group as the
only viable vehicle for truth. The possibilities that a group can combine creative instincts

with fa:t to achieve a desired result is an attractive proposal for any educator to consi(ter.
Allowing thegroup to baxime familiar with the metaphorical operational mechanisms
is a matter offamiliarization and repetition. Metaphors stretch the possibilitiesthat exist

within a langu^ and,subsequently,communication using the langua^. In his article "The art
ofthinking in analogies circumvents boredom and enhances learning,"JaxiuesJimihez
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reflects an example of how a tether helpajdirect his alienee students toward creative
responses starting with the topic7/^^

Breathing w« to be consittered irrelevant in this study ofthe
functions of the atmosphere. The tea:her wanted the stuctents

tofigure outfor them^lves.uhcter the influence of guiding
question,what effects the atmosphere has on aalar radiation.

To build up toward that matter,he put the stuctehts,in
im^ination,in a pl^ Withbut an atmosphere,the moon,and
askKlsix questions:

1. Assuming you can breathe there,what would you die of on
the dark side of the main?

,

2. What would you die of on the bright side?
3. Whatfeature ofthe dark side would keep you alive on the
bright sicte?

4. Whatfuture ofthe bright sicte would keep youalive on the
darksi(te?

5. How did NASA keep men alive on the moon?
6. What,then,is the earth's space suit?

Questions I through 5 were clearly a build-up to the
metaphorical question.

So far,the unit coveral the atmcBphere's ability to reject
harmful and accept helpful radiation. A further question,
though,(xincernaJ the atmosphere's function in distributing
heat energy over the earth more or less evenly. A comparison
of the extremes of lunar temperatures was mate with the
highest and lowest temperatures in,
Vermont on a hot
summer and a raid winter day. What is pulling the extremes
clorar together in the earth than they are on the mran? Or,
in the stancterd metaphor usedin earth science, how dras the
atmosphere"balance"the earth's energy "budget"? I nsteaJ of
using themetaphor as a pirae ofjargon,the teraher urad it to
provoke thought,asking these three questions:
1. What does balancing a budget mean?
2. How is the energy budget arriving from the sun at the
earth out of balanra?

3. How (tees the atmosphere balance thebud^t;that is,
assessing the surplus to the deficit?

The two metaphors ofsprae suit and balancing a budget
enabled the stuctents to think through for themselves the
interaction of the atmosphere and solar rajiation.(34-35)

Even though the previous example was(tesigned for ajunior high science class,it is

intriguing enough to ransidter for use at thefreshman composition level. By apprraching
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problem-solvino with metaphors,students of many disciplines will find incr^sed options in
obtaining SDlutions. It is^in important to note the need to educate one's stuctents in

metaphorical thought; metaphoricalthought anowsfor choices that,at first glance,ck3 not

na:essarily relate tothe problem asgiven,bUjt with timeandeffortares^nasconceivable
sDlutions. The idea that all things are interconnectal becomes more fathomable when one is

allowed and encour^d to experiment with relationships not always associated with one
another.

PREWRITIN6 STRATEOY

Discussion in a composition class beginsthe syna;tic process and sets the groundwork
for an individual'sjourney into reflection of ideas on paper. Prewriting is the connection

betw^n synectic discussion and drafting,due primarily to the similarities between the two
functions. Where drafting demandsa stricter adherence to critical and taihnical examination,
prewriting can be an unstructureJ reflection ofthe mind'seye, Stuctents who participate in
synectic discussion should beencour^ed to write their ideas down as quickly as piKsible and in

anyform that suits quick written recall. Calling upon an overflowing subconscious will
undoubtedly produce more relative information than trying to pick up ideas hours after

discussion has taken place."Writer's block" vanishes,is not even a legitimate concern,when
wordsare placed on paper without concern for their structure. The audience for a prewriter

isthat writer,and who better knows the significance of ranctomly placed symbols than the
originator?

In prewriting,specifics n^ not be ofthe primary concern;in synajtic prewriting,

ambiguity is a key factor in the success ofthe process. An example would be the ambiguous
topic "walking" used in Chapter 2of this paper. Certainly,the very nature of the topic allows

for experimentation,rather than blatantly accepting the more specific "walking isa mcxle of
transportation to^tfrom Point A to Point B,describe in detail the physical parts involved in
this trip."
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By sharing in the syniBctic exercise,thestu(tent really an ability to collKit

information on a v^ue topicfor the purppse ofeventually developing a spKJific,and usually
quite individual,response. Constantly c^ling with spa:ificsencoura^ analytical thought,

whereas in ambiguity lies the synretic ideal: "thinking that ictentifies likeness and
connections,that is experiential and metaphorical rather than thwretical and logical"

(Samples 43). And,according to Robert D.Strom and Guillermina EngelbrKht in their article

"Creative Peer Teaching,"... the inhabitants ofthis world will... have to tolerate a higher
degree ofambiguity,..The picture is ofan environment in which only a creative individual

can flourish"(93). Problem solving rKjuires that its participants be given rcxjm to operate
with all the possibilities ofthe problem being exposaj.

Bob Samples explains the advant^s ofstarting stuctentstoward problem living with
ambiguity this way:

Ambiguity is central to problem a)lving ba:ause it is the

parentof decision. In the pre^nce ofambiguity,students
mustdecide--they must make a choice~ or they cannot
continue. When I tell stuctents to find a million ofsomething
and prove it,

must define the problem for them^lves,

/^ftg^ust(^icte where to l(X)k,
must determine where to
^ther information,and
must consider various possible
proofs and choose the best method for presenting them. If /
give them specifics or examples,/ have to make all the choices
for them.(43)

Traditionally,composition classes have ctepended on groups of well-(teveloped
apprc^hes to essays. These topics are usually well-written sentencesthatform paragraphs

intenited to leajthe student writer through the problem by way ofchronological clues. For
instance,a typical composition class essay topic might read:
Many times our expectations for the future are quite different
from what we actually experience. For example,a person in
junior high school expects that high schcwl will be a different
way,but, when he^ts to high schctel, he finds that it is not at

all what he expected. Or suppo^someone is goingto a foreign
country or a new pla:fi to live. Before^lng,he imagines what
a new plaie will be like. Butthen he goes there and
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experiences what before h?yi nnlv hsfin in his imf^infltinn Anri
it is very different.
Describe a time in vour life when vour expectations for the
future turned into a reality ouite different frem what vcu had
imaoinajit would.

This topic as written attempts to give the writer the requisite amount of information

to solve the problem. It tries, butfails,to oapsuli^ whatsynectio dia:ussion would uncover,

and completely discounts the student who;quite simply,(toes not"expect"in thesame way the
writer of the topic does. insteaJ ofempt/ing a mindful on new found thought in a prewrite,the
student is restricted to the experiences ofthe topic's originator.

The synectic prccess would be more inclined to examine the ambiguity implied by the
topic. The word future stands out. It holds a variety of meaning to ea:h participant in the

synectic group. After synectic discussion,each student writer would have the added aJvant^
of having shared ideas oin the word. In hisarticle,"Learning Crrative Behavior,"Sidney J.
Parnes offers this creative approach to the word future:
We are always becoming,never become. If We are interested

in thefuture,we see the present as a flexible springboard
toward crating a ctesired future, which then becomes the next
flexible springbtMrd toward another, better future.(30)

Let us assume the instructor has provided this quote to the class during the syn^tic
process and each writer in the class has done sufficientfr^riting and,or prewriting to
produce a first draft. The instructor decides to use class time to conference with each student.

Perhapsthe first group member has diaxivered a metaphor between the future and writing.
Noticing this,the instructor reinforces the writer's iitea and sug^tsthe writerconsider
making the familiar strange in an attemptto uncover a way ofsupporting the writer's thesis.

The writer has the ability, having experienced the synectic process in group,to compare the
uncertainty of drafting with the uncertainty of the future. Or,perhaps the writer has notic«j
that the final draft of a project is never what it was exported to be at the outset and that

proj«:ting thefuture carries equal surprises. The list of hypothetical examples is endless;
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however,the advent^ of the using the synectic process In the classroom setting enables the
instructor to use the same principles while giving the student one-to-one criticism.
By encour^ingthe group to ctevelop their own topics based on ambiguous terms,the

instructor not only risks reading original pro^,he/she may find less preparation is called
for. Thecomposition instructor is trainaJ to prescribe assignments. This is unnojessary
when one consi(ters the number ofambiguous terms that exist in the English langua^.
Fr^tom,work,c^th,pain, passion,time... ea:h holds different information for the
individual group member.

Theinstructor must learn to trust that every stuctent has an im^ination and is able to
ctevelop a sp^ific, fndmdu3/yir\i\nfi topic: This is where the ctevelopment and pra:ti.ce ofthe
two basic rules of prewriting come into play. Prewritingis best^rved when one writesfast

and hard. Ponttering the rules of grammar ofsyntax while prewriting will only shift the
writer's consciousnessfrom the topic to the formal writing process. At this point,theformal
writing process should not even be encour^d or consideral.

Prewriting is that part of the synectic process in the composition classrrom that

prolongs the invention phase ofthe creative pnxtess. After the group discusses the problem,
ea:h group member has b^un to inventic^ based on the discussion. In the human
experience,it is what wecall invention that manifests what is new intoexistence. The

importance of helping to ctevelop a stuctent's approach toward invention isfurther expressed in
the following statement:

The independent inventor,although facal with an inordinete
number ofobstacle,still coritinues to invent. It would seem
reasonable to^ume that some of these inventions could have

a profound effect on our lives... Perhaps there are other

_

EdwinLands,Bells,and Fordsin sKiety.. .if they are not

afforcted an opportunity to overcomethe obst^les,we may all
be pcrarer for it.(Udell 102)

Prewriting is the reflection of what the individual has diKX)veraJ during the

discussion s^ment. Depending on the stuctent's approech to notetaking,it may be written in
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^ntenceform or scribbled on the ba:k cover of a magazine. However,it must be written as

quickly and thoroughly as possible. Once thisis axompiishaj,the individual may return to

this unstructurajreflection of what was important to that person during the discussion and
allows that student to relive the experience. Prewriting strata^tsthesta^for what is to
follow berause the syna:tive process has led each individual to the physical portion ofthe
writing prcxDess.
DRAFTING AND REVISION

Following the synectic prewriting comesthe first draft,followKl by revision,
revision,and more revision. Writing is a craft and,in order to learn the craft,the student

must uncterg)the same process all good writersface. Syna:tics may be as much a part of
drafting and revision,as discussion and prewriting are. The instructor mays^fit to have

individual conference or gracte each rough draft, but a third option remains with the group
that continues to discover through drafting. Clarity and coherence are bound to resultfrom
sessions spent after the drafting prcess has b^unfor three main reaK3ns:

1. Drafting organizes the ideas achieved through dia:ussion
and prewriting.

2. The students will approach sessions with more confidence if

they have built a draft from information obtained in previous
sessions

3. Stuctents will ba»me more aware of the purpo^ Of
revision,that is to obtain the highest degree of precise and
informative pro^ possible.

This paper(toes not suggest to an instructor a methctoOf teachingcomposition. The

synectic process is more an alternative thKiry,more an attitude by which the class is taught.
It stressestwo premisesofcomposition;communication and audience. Therefore,an
instructor may int^rate synectics into the elassrcom without fear of drastically altering the
method of teaching.
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Metaphorical approaches to problem solving not only encoura^8 more flexible

method by which to write,they may also improve a writer's analytical abilities. There is no

reason to suggest that metaphorical thoughts would not encourage metaphorical prose. It would
seem inevitable. But requesting a cutback in flowery precis often correctel by the

instructor'sfirstfirm note of distaste. An interesting(Xinjecture with r^rd to cutting back
flowery pro^ is that it grows back in interestihl, morestructured bunches. Messagesare
often remembered primarily for their pretics. the per^erence ofcliches in all langua^
helps to prove this point. Because analytical thought also rojuires a language,a mess^
touched by a refined metaphoricatmessage would^m desirablefrom all professors of

written Englisii.
There is evi(tence that the literacy rate in the United States is a far greater problem
than the writing offlowery prose. Statistics reveal "some27 million adult Americans are

funcionally illiterate.. and 1 million children a^ 12 to 17cannot realabove a third-grade
level... the langu^ abilify of the U.S. population has dropped ever since the 1950's"("It's

at Home"54). Synectics alone cannot repair the complex social,cultural,and economic
reaajns that help prtxiuce such figures. But writing may be an ingredient within the anecdote

to alter the problems of langu^ within this country-the inclusion ofsynectics into the
writing process would increa^ the strength ofthat ingredient iffor no other r^son than

synecticsencour^ing one to explore individual creativity for the purpo^ of writing.
If there isto be a reemphasis toward writing in the schools at all levels, it would make

sense to inclucte additional information gathering skills,such assynectics,that would bring
the craft even closer to stttiety.

Classrmms are one reflection ofthe society and the classroom with a synectic

apprreich will reflect open approaches to problems. A writing instructor may preach the
cdncepts that are traditionally asstxciated with writing, but tocfey's stuctent may leek the

inter^t or background to do acxceptable work. Insteadof becomingfrustrate!by the student's
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attituctes toward writing and assigning menial or remedial tasks,the instructor can open the
minds ofall concerned and interest the stuctents in writing through their original ide®,at the
same time synthesizing the technical aspect of writing to a more attentive class.
Solarzano says,"The art of writing ran be boiled(town to eight rules ofthumb -

apply them well and prose ran be mate to sing." Thefollowing rules might be combined with
the synratic process by an instructor interested in combining standard approaches to
composition with synectics;
Be yourself.

Many ihexperienrad writers believe they must ao^uire a
style. Yet the classic handbook on writing. TheElementsof
Style by William Strunk,Ur.and E.B. White,advises: "to
achieve style, b^in by affrating none"... When style is
forced through the ura of highfaluting words or someone else's
vocabulary,the result is writing that sounds false bacause it
is., - ■ ^
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2. Be clear and rancise.

.. Short words and sentences make a... stronger point. .
William Zinsrar,author of On WrftingWell,calls clarity the
first test of writing: "If you're not writing clearly,you
might as well not be writing at all. And if you write clean,
ele^ntsentences with as much simplicity as possible,style
will eventually come."...
3. Let nouns and verbs cto the talkino.

Strong,explicit nouns and verbs rarely nrad astring of
adjectives or adverbs to intensify their meaning..."&x)d
writing is like a^watch cteclared Zinsser. "There should

be no extra parts,and every part in there should be ctoing
rame useful, new work."
4. Be correct.

Nothing irks literate reacters more than to find commas

sprinkled haphazardly and a subject and verb that(to not

agree...JamraJ.kilpatrick,syndicated columnist and
author of The Writer'sArt,observes: "The notion that a
person can be a good writer and turn up his nora at rules of
grammar and spelling is false. Bad grammar is like fin^rs
across a blackboard: A reader won't stick with the writer

very long."
5. Write mostly in the active voice.

The active voice,in which the subjrat(toes the acting — as
in "the writer kicked the word processor" — creates a
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forceful construction that l^es no doubt about who did what
■/to what:.': '/■
6. Stick to the main Point.

C.S. Lewis likened writing to "driving sh^p down a road. If

there is any ^te to the left or righti therea^rs will most

certainly go into it." Rambling words, phrases, or it^ add
little to the meaningof a sentence or paragraph. Instead, they
just distract and cqnfu^ the reader. . .
7. Write with the ear.

. . . Metaphors. . . can give prose poetic power. So can
alliteration. . . But when these literary ctevices are overusaj
or missused, they may weaken or muddy a mess^ rather
than amplify it. . . "Beginning writers," He [Kilpatrick}

^s, "can cultivate their ear by having someone read their
piKjes aloud to them."
8. Revise, revise, revia.

. . . Revising prunes words that are unnecessary.tightens
sentences that ramble and eliminates points that are pointless
The combination of synectics to a basic approach to composition is valid if for no other

reaaDn than to obtain confictence in this combined system for all group members. This notion

evolves from the consciousness that creative, systematic problem ajlving will increase "the
mind's capacity to clearly recognize cau^/effect relationships and confidence -- the real,
inner feelings of purity and self-strength not always consistent with theconajious

expression of confictence" (Nuernberger 33). Both stuctents and instructor can see that the
alvantages of creative problem solving and drafting are very much in tune with everyday life.
Parnes expands the definition of crrative problem solving this way:

Creative problem-Solving incluctes fact-finding, problemfinding, ictea-finding, solution-finding, and acceptancefinding. In the brooJest terms, the problem solver goes from
an examination of "what is" to an exploration of "what might
be" to a judgment of "what should be" to anassessment of
"what can be" to a daision of "what will be" to action that
becomes a new "what is."

"What is" refers to our awareness of the facts of data
concerning a situation.

What might be: implies the generation of forward-thrusting
definitions, approaches and idras toward the realization of
■ ideas. '
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"Whatshould be" involves cfeiisions and judgments as to our
approoihes and iiteas,

"What can be" refers to our choices,adaptations,etc.,of
approa:hes and ideas into what seems to be a u^ble solution.

"What will be" becomes our best plan and forecast.(30)

There is a constant tension between cr^tivity and diaiipline. Without an openness

toward the world it is impossible to create thoughts; the langu^ one u^to convey i(teas is a
complex set ofsymbols that must be correctly formal to achieve an accurate message. When
using the synatic pnxess,the composition instructor does not need to chcrase between

creativity and diaiipline. In fat,discipline is ahievajthrough synotics. The conflict
betw^n these two forces remains inherent, but this conflict is roonciled becaua from form

comes meaning and from maning comesform. Thesynatic process in the college composition

class bringsform and meaning to the writer before a word is scribbled on the p^. The group
discovers asa whole,and,instead ofoverteaching,the lacter will witness the creative
development of stuctents booming "the nextflexible springboard toward another, better
future."
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APPENDIX I

Problem as Given; ... The problem is given is the statement of the problem to those
responsiblefor its solution. Thestatement may turn out to be an accurate ctesoription ofthe
state of affairsor it may hide and confuse the basic question. It always impliesa labyrinth of
interconnected^umptions which may or may not becorrect...

flaicing the Strange Famtlfar: Any problem,no matter how old a chestnut;isstran^in the
sense that concentrated analysis will uncover elements not previously reveled. In this phase it
is not important to resolve contrary elementsso much as to bring them out into the open..
Problem as Understomi: Profound and determined analysis l^ds to this phase where the
various atomistic bits ofinformation about a problem are isolated for examination. This phase
conqluctes the digestionofthe problem as given...
Operational Mm:han1sms; Analogies(metaphprs)are cteveloped which are relativeto(arai
invoked by)the problem as understood. This pha^ pushes and pulls the problem as understood
out of its rigid form of impregnable regularity into aform that offers some conceptual
fin^rholds. These fingerholds open up the problem as understoaJ..
The Familiar Mole Stran^: In this pha^the mechanisms havetkjne their job and the
problem as understood isseen asforeign. It takes on an interesting cast as though never seen
before-.

Psychological States: As last the mind's attitude toward the problem as uncterstoal

attains the states of involvement,deta:hment,defermPnt,spKJulationvand commonplace
ness which Synectic theory believes describes the psychological climate most conducive to
creative activity...

States tntegrated with Problem: Once the states have been reached through the

mechanisms,the most pertinent analogy is conoeptually compared with the problem as
untterstaxJ. In this phase the problem as uncterstood isliberated from itsold rigid form.

Viewpoint:., Each time that analogies(terived from the use of mtehanisms are compared
with the problem as understpod a new viewpointis potential,though hot neces^rily

actual. When the comparison is effective in leading to a technicalinsight into the problem
as understood,then the viewpointis actual ..

Solution or Research Taript: In this phase the viewpointis ralucaJ to practice in
terms of testing the underlying principle,orthe viewpoint may become the subject of

further research. The activity in this pha^ depends on whether the Viewpoint implies the

developed.
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APPENDIX ii

1. MdkeYourselfThm^oughtyFdfniliar with theActionsi..Those ThatDiscourageSpeculation
andThose ThatEnaaurageIt.

The actions mentioned In thisfirst step are the
ACTIONS THAT ENCOURAGE SPEGULATIQN/ORFATIVITY

.Listen-

Connect with

Paraphra^
Protect vulnerable beginnings
Temporarily suspend belief
Share the buriten of proff
Accept

Be open to

Join

Build on
Share the risk
Make it "no lose"

Speculate along with
Set up win/wins

Stay 1(X)^ until ri^r counts
Take on faith
Assume it can be done

Support confusion/uncertainty

Acknowled^
Value learning from mistakes
Beinterestal

Credit
:
Be attentive

Show approval
Eliminate status/rank

Give early support
Be optimistic
Use ambiguity

See the value in

Waste noenergy evaluating ^rly

Fcffius on what is going for the i(tea
Jump to favorable conclusions

Give up all rights to punish or discipline
Take responsibility for understanding

Be pessimistic
Be judgmental

Pr^h/moralize
Assume no value

Make no connections

Take ball away from

Adk questions

Cross examine
Be noncommittal

Give no feedback
Put on a stone-fare

Be critical

Disapprobe
Nitpick

Be impatient
Interrupt

Be bored
Be inattentive
Pull rank

Act distant

Misunderstand

Get angry

Dis^ree
Challenge
Discount/put down
Insist on early precision

Argue

R^tne^tiVely
Be cynical/skeptical
Point out flaws

Correct
Blame

Name call

Set up win/lose

Be competitive

Make fun of
Command

Be dominant
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Order

;

bira)t

Threaten/warn

Demand

Do not listen

Do notjoin

Use silence a^inst
Scare
Putthe burden of prcwfon other pera)n(345)
2. Listen to Tmn N&nter&

This is thefoundation upon which nrarly every encour^ing action is built. Permit the
speaker to paint any picture he wishes;your aim is to understand from his point of view. If in

doubt,or ifyou think the team member m^be in ctoubt,paraphrase to besure that uncterstand
to hissatisfaition. This«)undseasy, but it is not. You will catch yourself makingjuc^ments,
tuning,listening to your own thoughts,and otherwise failing to rrally comprehend what the
speaker is saying.

The importance oflistening cannot be overemphasizKl. Skill in gcrad listening has a pervasive
effect on the team's proJuctivity because it directly affects climate.
You will also on occ^ion have a member tries to dominate the mating. He will have immediate
respon^and go in toendlessdetail if you permit. The^ people are usually bright and

valuable, but they can ruin a meeting. You will naid to controlsuch a person without alienating
him. Here are three waysofdealing with this-- there are others and you can invent your own:
When you believe you uncterstand the point,interrupt to say,
"Thank you,I've got it,"and move quickly to ajmaineelse.

Avoid the compulsive talker's eyes when asking for a respond.

More drastically,when you ask for a response,look atsomeone
else and hold your hand to the talker in a casual stop sign.
Z. K^p theEnergyLevelWgh

This mayseem an impossible assignment,but it is not if you use the teals available to
you. There are a number ofthings that affect the energy in a group,including^methat are
beyond our control. But there is a lot you can do. Here aresome suggestions:
Your interest,alertness,and intensity are cont^ious^ so when
you take over asfacilitator,give it your best. Use your natural
bcxJy languege: MOve around,move close to a speaker,u^your
hands — anything that is comfortable for you.

U^excursions lavishly when the group is tired. It is often like
an actual voation from the problem and members return
refreshed and with renewed material banks.

Keep the pac«f^ but not hurried. Do notlinger on any one step
too long. When group members give signals of boredom,cto
^mething different.

Humor can be invaluable. Ifamusing^scKiatidnscccur to you,
bring them out. When a member jokes,show that you enjoy it
t(»--if you really dp., You are probably not a stand-up comic

and so do not push your^lfto baiome one. Just be yourself,

encourage humor,but cto not let the meeting de^nerate into a
joke-telling session.

Surprise the group. After running a few excursions that are
alike,run an excursion they do not expect.

Have a plan to shake things up for the session right after lunch,
and for later in the afterncran. The^are low-energy times.
Keep YourEyem theCli&it

When membersare giving ideas,watch your client with great care: If he or she shmvs
interest,check tosee if he or she would like to pursue that line ofthought.
% Rotate theFacfJitat(^Rok

Like the Pony Express changed horses,it is wise to change facilitators to keep up the
pa®. It has other benefits: This is a demanding role and until everyone hastriKi it,they will
not appreciate the importance oftheir cooperation as a participant.
6. DoNotPussyfoot

Because climate is such a critical element,facilitators often believe that being very

^ntle and hesitant establishesa climate that encxiurages Ktionsthatfoster speculation. There
is nothing the matter with gentleness or hesitance if you are stuck for the right word,but you
can be crisp and <tefinite in intervention to protect the climate. It isyour responsibility and
you have the authority to carry it out. You will demonstrate that you are in char^of process.
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APPENDIX III

i: ■

You think at the rate ofabout 900 wordsa rninute. People talk at the rate of 125

words per minute. Use only a small partofyour energy in attending to what is being said.
Use most ofyour energy in following the thoughtsstimulated by the speaker. Even when your
images and thoughtsseem irrelevant to the problem,note them and attempt to connect them.
2. UseyourPad

When you are "out listening," that is,out ofthe meeting,listening to your^lf,keep
notes on your pal. This way you neal not interrupt,yet when the time comes you will have
your ideas realy. When you get an ictea, note it then rejoin. Do not depend on your
remembering.

3-„.

Let the group hear it. Th^willlisten to it asastimulus and may be able to make a
connection that you were not making.
4.

(a)Listen for flaws. (b)Listen to overcomeflaws. (c)(k)for an ictea without the
flaws.

PracticeOpen-Mindetiie^

This meansthat when you are listening to an idea,you pay attention to the positive
implication ofthe ideas as well asto theflaws. If you find yourself unable to find any
positive implication,you know that you are Glcteal to that idra.
6. Know theActions ThatDimunageSpeculationandPoii(xYourselfSo YouDoNotSlip into
AnyofThem.

Know the actions that encourage speculation and use them at every opportunity.
1. Coop^ateWiihYourFaciiitator.

Even when you cto not uncterstand exactly what he or she is asking,cmperate as best
youcan. Guess,and do it. After thesession you can ask questions.

,

In summary,asaparticipant,your responsibility is to bring to the meeting your
whole^Ifand u^as much ofit as pcesible.(Prince,"Synectics"354-355)
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